Abstract. A contact manifold is a manifold equipped with a distribution of codimension one that satisfies a "maximal non-integrability" condition. A standard example of a contact structure is a strictly pseudoconvex CR manifold, and operators of analytic interest are the tangential Cauchy-Riemann operator∂ b and the Szegö projector onto the kernel of∂ b . The Heisenberg calculus is the pseudodifferential calculus originally developed for the analysis of these operators.
Introduction
Geometers have considered various ways to define contact structures in codimension 3. This paper is a contribution to this consideration from an analytic perspective. We propose here a notion of "contact structure" for distributions of arbitrary codimension. Roughly speaking, a polycontact structure is a distribution that is "maximally twisted" or "maximally non-integrable" (the precise definition is in section 2). Our definition is a straightforward generalization of the usual notion to higher codimensions. It is remarkable that this simple-minded generalization is equivalent to a non-trivial analytic property. Theorem 1. Let M be a compact connected manifold with distribution H ⊆ T M . Then there exist projections in the algebra of Heisenberg pseudodifferential operators on M that have infinite dimensional kernel and range if and only if H is polycontact.
Idempotents in the algebra of classical scalar pseudodifferential operators are either smoothing operators, or of the form 1 − x where x is smoothing. They have either finite dimensional range or finite dimensional kernel. But as is well-known, on contact manifolds there exist generalized Szegö projections, which have infinite dimensional kernel and cokernel. These projections can be constructed as Heisenberg pseudodifferential operators (see [EM03] ). The construction of generalized Szegö projections generalizes rather easily to polycontact manifolds, and Theorem 1 implies that polycontact manifolds are precisely those for which generalized Szegö projections can be defined in the Heisenberg calculus. Given this striking analytic fact, we suspect that these structures must have interesting geometric properties as well.
In various ways, polycontact structures are geometrically similar to contact structures. The Heisenberg group is a standard example of a contact manifold, and nilpotent groups of Heisenberg type are examples of polycontact structures, and they exist in any codimension. An observation due to Sean Fitzpatrick is that a distribution H is polycontact iff the normal bundle N * ∖ 0 is a symplectic submanifold of T * M . The fact that polycontact manifolds have generalized Szegö projections as well as a symplectization suggests that they fit very nicely in the framework of Toeplitz structures developed by Boutet de Monvel and Guillemin [BG81] , a connection we will explore elsewhere. Biquard's quaternionic contact manifolds are polycontact, and we identify the 1 extra geometric structure (a compatible conformal structure in the distribution H) that characterizes quaternionic contact structures among general 3-polycontact structures. We suspect that conformal polycontact manifolds share many of the geometric properties of quaternionic contact manifolds. It is also interesting that any strictly pseudoconvex real hypersurface in a hypercomplex manifold is 3-polycontact, while in general it may not be quaternionic contact. Another example of polycontact structures are the fat bundles introduced by Alan Weinstein. Roughly speaking, fat bundles have a lot of curvature, as opposed to flat bundles which have no curvature. For example, a bundle with structure group S 1 is fat if and only if its curvature defines a symplectic form on the base (which of course means that the total space is contact). We will see that, in general, a connection on a principal bundle is fat if and only if its horizontal distribution is polycontact.
A result of independent interest is a characterization of polycontact structures in terms of the structure theory of the C * -algebra Ψ * H -the closure in operator norm of the algebra Ψ 0 H (M ) of order zero Heisenberg pseudodifferential operators. We show that for a compact polycontact manifold the C * -algebra Ψ * H has a decomposition series consisting of only two sequences,
In [Dy78] , Alexander Dynin announced this result for contact manifolds, and we prove it here for all polycontact manifolds. Thus, the polycontact condition is equivalent to a simple structural feature of the C * -algebra Ψ * H . Acknowledgements. I thank Sean Fitzpatrick for carefully reading the manuscript, catching some errors, and suggesting some interesting geometric examples and properties of polycontact structures. The term polycontact structure was suggested by Alan Weinstein. I especially thank the anonymous referee for numerous suggestions that greatly improved the exposition of the paper.
Polycontact Structures
A contact form on a manifold M of dimension 2m + 1 (m ≥ 1) is a 1-form θ such that θ(dθ) m is a nowhere vanishing volume form on M . A distribution H ⊂ T M defines a contact structure on M if it is the kernel of a contact form, at least locally. We generalize this definition to higher codimensions as follows.
Definition 2. A polycontact structure on a smooth manifold M is a distribution H ⊂ T M (of corank at least 1) such that if θ is any nonzero one-form that vanishes on H (θ may be defined only locally), then the restriction of dθ to H is nondegenerate.
Associated to any distribution H is an anti-symmetric bilinear bundle map
induced by Lie brackets of vector fields, i.e.,
where m ∈ M and X, Y are two vector fields in H. We will refer to this map as the Levi form of H. It is also sometimes referred to as the "curvature" or "twistedness" of H. The following lemma says that H is polycontact if it is "maximally twisted".
Lemma 3. The following are equivalent:
(1) H defines a polycontact structure.
(2) For every m ∈ M and θ ∈ N (3) The dual Levi form
Proof. Let X 1 , . . . , X q be a local frame for the vector bundle H. The corresponding functions
In general, a submanifold of a symplectic manifold with defining function f 1 , . . . , f q is symplectic if and only if the matrix A ij = {f i , f j } of Poisson brackets is nondegenerate at each point. Because
Thus, the matrix A(m, θ) is nondegenerate if an only if θ ○ B m is.
The local model for contact manifolds is the Heisenberg group with its standard translation invariant contact structure. Likewise, polycontact structures are intimately related to certain two-step nilpotent groups. However, for polycontact manifolds nilpotent groups are only 'microlocal' models, not necessarily local models as in the case of corank 1.
The Levi form can be interpreted as a Lie bracket on g m = H m × N m (where N m is central in g m ), making g m into a graded two-step nilpotent Lie algebra. The corresponding group structure on
We refer to the group G m as the tangent group of the distribution H at m ∈ M . On G m consider the left translation invariant distribution corresponding to the degree 1 subspace H m ⊂ g m = T 0 G m . This distribution is polycontact iff the bracket B m satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3. In this case we will call the group G m a polycontact group. The distributions on the tangent groups G m are microlocal approximations of the distribution on the manifold M , and (M, H) is a polycontact manifold iff all its tangent groups are polycontact. In corank 1 the Heisenberg group is the only polycontact group, but in higher coranks the tangent group may vary from point to point.
Finally, observe that a polycontact structure satisfies the much weaker condition that the bracket B m is onto, and therefore H + [H, H] = T M . Thus H satisfies the Hörmander bracket condition, which is an important condition in sub-Riemannian geometry.
Examples
In this section we discuss several examples of polycontact structures. The natural place to start is to look for nilpotent groups with translation invariant polycontact structure. Groups of Heisenberg type provide a large class of examples, proving that polycontact structures exist in any codimension. We then consider geometric structures on manifolds that are closely related to polycontact structures: fat connections, hypersurfaces in quaternionic domains, quaternionic contact manifolds, and polycontact CR structures.
3.1. Heisenberg Type Groups. A nice class of examples of polycontact groups are the Heisenberg type groups introduced by Aroldo Kaplan in [Ka80] . Kaplan defined these groups in connection with the study of fundamental solutions of sublaplacians on nilpotent groups. Here we describe examples of Heisenberg type groups with center of arbitrary dimension p. These examples illustrate that polycontact structures exist in any codimension. For a general discussion of Heisenberg type groups and their properties, see [CDR91, Ka80, Ka83] .
Definition 5. A simply connected, connected two-step nilpotent Lie group G = V × W is of Heisenberg type, or of H-type, if [V, V ] = W and if V and W can be equipped with positive definite inner products such that for every w ∈ W with w = 1 the endomorphism J w ∈ End(V ) defined by
Clearly every Heisenberg type group is polycontact, since ⟨v, [w,
Observe that since the Lie bracket is antisymmetric we must have J that satisfy the relations
w⟩ be the symplectic form associated to J k , then the bracket of a Heisenberg type Lie algebra is obtained by letting
Note that every polycontact group can be presented in this way, by choosing p symplectic forms ω 1 , ω 2 , . . . , ω p on R q . However, it is not sufficient to choose p linearly independent forms. Linear independence merely guarantees that any nontrivial linear combination c 1 ω 1 + ⋯ + c p ω p is nonzero. We need to satisfy the much stronger condition that all nontrivial linear combinations c 1 ω 1 + ⋯ + c p ω p are nondegenerate.
For this reason it is convenient to work with the complex structures J k instead of the symplectic forms ω k . Choosing orthogonal complex structures J k that satisfy the desired anticommutation relations amounts to choosing a representation of the Clifford algebra Cl(R is the smallest number of the form m = 2 4s+t with t = 0, 1, 2, 3 such that p < 8s + 2 t . In fact, the space Λ 2 R q contains a p-dimensional subspace of symplectic forms iff q ≥ m (a result due to Hurwitz, Radon, and Eckmann; see [Hu66] Ch.11, Thm.8.2). Thus, the irreducible Clifford algebra representations realize the minimal possible value m = q, and any p-polycontact manifold must at least be of dimension p + m.
the Heisenberg type group whose bracket is defined by the relation
If p = 1 the only irreducible representation of Cl(R) = C is R 2 with a choice of complex structure J 2 = −1. Identifying R 2 = C, J = i, we see that ⟨v, Jw⟩ = Im vw, and the group C(1, n) is just the Heisenberg group with group operation
The same formula defines the group operation for the quaternionic Heisenberg group H n × ImH and the octonionic Heisenberg group O n × ImO. In fact, we have isomorphisms
Recall that the two non-equivalent irreducible representations of the Clifford algebra Cl(R is bi-associative, i.e., any sub-algebra generated by two elements is associative (because it is at most four dimensional). Therefore the desired equality w(wv) = (w 2 )v = −v holds for imaginary octonions w ∈ ImO of unit length, because then w 2 = − w 2 . (For a nice discussion of octonions, see [Ba02, CS03] .)
The codimension of a polycontact structure does not have to be odd. For example, with
Then a two-step nilpotent Lie bracket can be defined by a kind of generalized 'symplectic form' ω, given by
If K = R then ω is the standard symplectic form on R 2n , and we recover the Heisenberg group. The groups K 2n × K are of Heisenberg type, and are therefore examples of nilpotent groups with polycontact structures of codimension 1, 2, 4, 8 respectively. We leave it as an exercise to verify that
Remark. Every Heisenberg type group with center of dimension p is associated to a (finite dimensional) representation of the Clifford algebra Cl(R At the end of the paper in which Kaplan first introduced groups of Heisenberg type he briefly considered a larger class of two-step nilpotent groups (condition (18) in [Ka80] ) that is easily seen to be equivalent to the class of polycontact groups. Kaplan's remarks show that polycontact groups are precisely those (connected, simply connected) two-step nilpotent Lie groups for which the sublaplacian is analytically hypoelliptic.
It is interesting to identify what distinguishes Heisenberg type groups among all polycontact groups. This will help us identify, for example, the difference between a quaternionic contact manifold (modeled on C(3, n) ≅ H n × ImH) and a general 3-polycontact manifold.
Proposition 6. Let G = V ×W be a two-step connected, simply-connected nilpotent group. Then G is of Heisenberg type if and only if it is polycontact and there exists a conformal structure on V that is compatible with the symplectic forms
Remark. A symplectic form ω is compatible with a positive quadratic form q on a vectorspace V if there exists a complex structure J on V (J 2 = −1) that is orthogonal with respect to q and
. A symplectic form is compatible with a conformal structure if there exists a quadratic form compatible with both.
Proof. It is obvious from the definition that Heisenberg type groups have a compatible conformal structure in V . We need to show the converse. Suppose that G is polycontact and that V has a compatible conformal structure. Choose a corresponding positive-definite quadratic form q on V and let J θ ∈ End(V ) be such that
We have orthogonality J T θ = −J θ because ω θ is antisymmetric. If θ ≠ 0 then ω θ is nondegenerate, which implies that J θ is invertible and J 2 θ = −J T θ J θ < 0 is strictly negative. Since ω θ is compatible with q, it follows that J 2 θ is a negative scalar multiple of the identity. The normalized trace ⟨θ, θ
defines a positive definite quadratic form on W . If ⟨θ, θ⟩ = 1 we obtain J 2 θ = −J T θ J θ = −1. This is the defining property of a Heisenberg type group. While Kaplan's remark in [Ka80] suggests that the class of polycontact groups is strictly larger than the class of Heisenberg type groups, it is not so easy to construct examples of polycontact groups that are not H-type. While H-type groups are 'rigid', in the sense that their isomorphism classes come in discrete families, the moduli space of polycontact groups is 'wild' (they come in continuous families). This question is addressed in [LT99] .
3.2. Strictly Pseudoconvex Hypersurfaces in a Quaternionic Domain. It seems that any reasonable generalization of contact structures to higher codimensions should at least include the unit sphere in quaternionic vectorspace. For a point a ∈ S 4m+3 ⊂ H m+1 let H a be the largest linear subspace of T a S 4m+3 that is invariant under the complex structures I, J, K on H 4m+3 . It is well-known (see [Mo73] ) that the manifold with distribution (S 4m+3 , H) is the one-point compactification of the quaternionic Heisenberg group H m ×ImH with its standard codimension 3 distribution, just as the unit sphere in C m+1 is contactomorphic to the Heisenberg group C m × R. It follows that S 4m+3 is a 3-polycontact manifold.
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Denoting (p, q) = (p 1 , p 2 , ⋯, p m , q) ∈ H m+1 we can write an explicit 3-contactomorphism as
The exercise to verify that this is a 3-contactomorphism is not entirely trivial due to the noncommutativity of quaternion multiplication. It is, however, rather easy to show that any ellipsoid in H m+1 is a 3-polycontact manifold. In fact, any strictly pseudoconvex real hypersurface in a quaternionic domain is 3-polycontact.
Proposition 7. Let M be a real codimension one submanifold in a hypercomplex manifold (X, I, J, K) which is strictly pseudoconvex for any of the complex structures L = aI + bJ + cK on X with a 2 + b 2 + c 2 = 1. Then the distribution H which is the largest subspace of T M that is invariant under the complex structures I, J, K is a 3-polycontact structure on M .
Proof. The Levi-form on H for each of the complex structures L = aI + bJ + cK is nondegenerate. But the Levi form for L is just the bracket map B∶ H × H → N composed with the functional (a, b, c) in an appropriate basis for N * . Those functionals span N * , and so the bracket B satisfies the 3-polycontact condition.
The tangent groups of a strictly pseudoconvex hypersurface in a quaternionic domain are not necessarily isomorphic to the quaternionic Heisenberg group. In other words, these hypersurfaces provide examples of 3-polycontact manifolds that are not quaternionic contact.
3.3. Quaternionic Contact Manifolds and 3-Sasakian Manifolds. Geometers have experimented with various definitions of contact structures in higher codimension, primarily (or almost exclusively) in codimension three. As Geiges and Thomas explain in [GT95] , these attempts were motivated by the existence of quaternionic analogs of complex and kähler manifolds. Hypercomplex, quaternionic kähler, and hyperkähler manifolds arise as Riemannian manifolds with special holonomy groups. Since boundaries of complex manifolds may carry a contact structure, so boundaries of hypercomplex manifolds should carry a 3-contact structure of some sort. The hypercontact structures of Geiges and Thomas, however, are not necessarily polycontact (although all the key examples of hypercontact manifolds listed in [GT95] are polycontact).
As is well-known, boundaries of rank one symmetric spaces carry a Carnot-Caratheodory metric, and their structure is closely related to specific Heisenberg type groups. For example, complex hyperbolic space M = CH m+1 is a symmetric space with a hyperbolic kähler metric. The spherical boundary at infinity ∂M = S 2m+1 has a natural contact structure, induced by the asymptotics of the kähler metric on CH m+1 . Quaternionic hyperbolic space M = HH m+1 is a symmetric space with a hyperbolic hyperkähler metric. Just as in the complex case, the boundary sphere ∂M = S 4m+3 has a natural distribution H, which arises by the same asymptotic procedure that defines the contact structure on the boundary of complex hyperbolic space. This is precisely the standard 3-polycontact structure on S 4m+3 discussed above. The same construction applies to the boundary of octonionic hyperbolic space, i.e., the Cayley plane. Here we obtain a 7-polycontact structure on S 15 isomorphic (up to a point) to the octonionic Heisenberg group O × ImO. See [Mo73] for details of the geometry involved in these well-known examples.
An early definition of a generalized contact structure is Ying-yan Kuo's notion of almost contact 3-structure [Ku70] . Kuo's definition is rather loose and, in general, his "almost" contact 3-structures are not polycontact. A much more rigid sort of structure, also defined by Kuo, are the 3-Sasakian manifolds. A 3-Sasakian manifold is the boundary of a cone that is hyperkähler (see, for example, [BGM93] ).
1 More recently, Olivier Biquard introduced quaternionic contact structures [Bi99] , loosening the notion of 3-Sasakian manifolds so that more general boundaries of hyperbolic hyperkähler spaces are quaternionic contact manifolds.
Biquard's definition is as follows.
1 A manifold M with Riemannian metric g is 3-Sasakian if the holonomy group on the metric cone M × R>0 with metric t 2 g + dt 2 reduces to Sp(m+1). In particular, M × R>0 is hyperkähler.
Definition 8. A quaternionic contact structure on a smooth manifold M 4m+3 is a distribution H ⊂ T M of rorank 3 equipped with a conformal class of metrics [g]; a (locally defined) triple of almost complex structures J 1 , J 2 , J 3 ∈ End(H) satisfying the quaternionic relations J 2 1 = J 2 2 = J 2 3 = J 1 J 2 J 3 = −1; and a (locally defined) triple of 1-forms η = (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 ) such that H = kerη and such that η i is compatible with the almost complex structure J i ,
To understand the definition recall that a manifold with distribution is a contact manifold if and only if all tangent groups are isomorphic to the Heisenberg group C m × ImC. Likewise, it is not hard to see that a manifold with distribution H of corank 3 is quaternionic contact if and only if all the tangent groups are isomorphic to the quaternionic Heisenberg group H m × ImH. However, the automorphism group of H m × ImH is strictly larger than CSp m Sp 1 , which is the structure group of a quaternionic contact distribution H. To reduce the structure group to CSp m Sp 1 (and thus induce a quaternionic contact structure) requires precisely the choice of a compatible conformal structure in H. Thus, a conformal structure in the distribution H is part of the quaternionic contact structure.
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Since the tangent groups are Heisenberg type groups, every quaternionic contact manifold (and, by implication, also every 3-Sasakian manifold) is a 3-polycontact manifold. The converse is not true in general, because the quaternionic Heisenberg group is not the only 3-polycontact group. However, Proposition 6 implies that in the presence of a compatible conformal structure in H, the tangent groups of a polycontact structure are necessarily Heisenberg type groups. Let's call a polycontact structure H ⊂ T M with compatible conformal structure a conformal polycontact structure.
Not all Heisenberg type groups with center of dimension 3 are isomorphic to H m × ImH, but there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of Heisenberg type groups of given dimension. On a connected manifold with conformal polycontact structure all tangent groups are necessarily isomorphic, and so there are only finitely many 'types' of conformal polycontact structure in any given dimension. It seems worth asking to what extent the other types of conformal 3-polycontact manifolds (i.e., with tangent groups not isomorphic to H m × ImH) are geometrically similar to quaternionic contact manifolds.
As is the case in many other respects, dimension 7 is exceptional.
Proposition 9. Every 3-polycontact manifold of dimension 7 is quaternionic contact.
Proof. It suffices to show that every polycontact group G = R 4 × R 3 with center of dimension 3 is isomorphic to the quaternionic Heisenberg group H × ImH. To see this, consider the natural quadratic form on Λ 2 R 4 ,
This quadratic form is degenerate, with signature (3, 3). A subspace V ⊂ Λ 2 R 4 of dimension 3 consists of nondegenerate 2-forms if and only if the quadratic form q is nondegenerate on V . We may assume it is positive definite. The action of SL(4, R) on R 4 induces an action on Λ 2 R 4 that preserves the quadratic form. In fact, we have
and this map is two-to-one onto. Thus, we can always pick an element g ∈ SL(4, R) that maps any one subspace V to any other such subspace V ′ . Then g implements an isomorphism between the corresponding nilpotent groups.
3.4. Fat Bundles. Fat bundles were introduced by Alan Weinstein in connection with the study of Riemannian fibre bundles with totally geodesic fibres and positive sectional curvatures [We80] . Let G → P → M be a smooth principal G-bundle with connection 1-form ω. Recall that curvature Ω = dω + 1 2 [ω, ω] is a horizontal g-valued 2-form on P . By composing with a functional µ ∈ g * we obtain a horizontal scalar valued 2-form µ ○ Ω on P . Let H ⊂ T P denote the horizontal bundle, i.e., the kernel of the connection 1-form ω. If the restriction of µ ○ Ω to H is zero for every µ ∈ g * then the connection ω is flat. By contrast, ω is fat if the restriction of µ ○ Ω to H is nondegenerate for each non-zero µ ∈ g * ∖ 0. Since Ω = dω when restricted to H, it is immediate from the definitions that ω is flat iff H is a foliation on P , while ω is fat if and only if H defines a polycontact structure. (The example of fat bundles was pointed out to me by Sean Fitzpatrick [Fi11] .)
A fat principal S 1 -bundle is the same as a regular contact manifold. In general, a fat bundle is the same as a polycontact manifold with a transversal principal G-action preserving the polycontact distribution. Various examples of fat bundles (and hence of polycontact manifolds) are discussed in [We80] . In particular, a result of Bérard Bergery, quoted in [We80] , implies that most of the known examples of positively curved manifolds can be given a polycontact structure (at least as of 1980...). ] ⊆ H 0,1 , and is called a CR structure on M . If the domain Ω is strictly pseudoconvex, or more generally if the Levi form is nondegenerate, then the real bundle H underlying H 0,1 is a contact structure on M . In general, a CR structure is a subbundle H 0,1 ⊆ T M ⊗ C that is involutive, and such that its complex conjugate H 1,0 intersects H 0,1 only in the zero vectors. The codimension p of such a CR structure can be strictly greater than one. By definition, the real bundle H underlying a CR structure is polycontact if and only if the Levi forms θ ○ B m are nondegenerate for all m ∈ M , θ ∈ N * ∖ 0. In the context of CR geometry the term 'Levi form' usually refers to a hermitian form on H 1,0 . The hermitian Levi form on H 1,0 is the standard hermitian form corresponding to the anti-symmetric bracket B m that we call 'Levi form' here. More precisely, we identify the bundle H with its complex structure J ∈ End(H) with the complex vector bundle H 1,0 in the usual way. If B m ∶ H m × H m → N m is the bracket that defines the tangent group, as above, we obtain hermitian forms on H = In codimension p = 1 strictly pseudo-convex CR structures are of special interest. A CR structure of codimension 1 is strictly pseudoconvex if its (hermitian) Levi form is positivedefinite. Since the sphere SN * m = S p−1 is connected if p > 1, on a polycontact CR structure of codimension p > 1 all nondegenerate hermitian forms h θ must have the same signature. But because h −θ = −h θ the signature of the Levi forms must then necessarily of type (n, n). Thus, while 'positive-definiteness' of the Levi forms h θ is not possible in codimensions p > 1, the polycontact condition can be satisfied if the Levi forms have split signature. For example, the Heisenberg type groups C(2, n) = C 2n × C are examples of polycontact CR structures of (real) codimension p = 2, with Levi forms of signature (n, n).
The Heisenberg Calculus on Polycontact Manifolds
The Heisenberg calculus is the natural pseudodifferential calculus associated to the pair (M, H). It was introduced by Taylor [Ta84] for contact manifolds, developing ideas of Folland and Stein related to the analysis of operators associated to CR structures [FS74] . Beals and Greiner [BG88] develop the calculus for arbitrary distributions of codimension 1. As pointed out to us by the referee, the results in [BG88] hold verbatim for arbitrary distributions of codimension ≥ 2. Other good references for the Heisenberg calculus are [EM03, CGGP92, Po08].
4.1. Brief Overview of the Heisenberg Calculus. Like any pseudodifferential calculus, the Heisenberg calculus consists of linear operators
